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Country South Africa Organization Deep Blue Conservation 

 

Address Triton Dive Lodge, 

Sodwana Bay, iSimangaliso Wetland Park  

Mbazwana, KwaZulu-Natal  

 

Email info@deepblueconservation.org 

 

Website www.deepblueconservation.org 

 

Project Coordinators Marius van Jaarsveld 

Joanne Dilnot 

 

 

Project name Diving Internship 
 

Duration 12 weeks (PADI) Certificate Marine Lectures and Dive 
Qualification Certificates  

Max. number of interns 10 Period when interns are 
not accepted 
 

December 

Accommodation Interns will stay on the 
Triton Dive Lodge Camp in 
shared or single wooden 
cabins.  

Meals There will be weekly trips to the 
neighbouring town of Mbazwana to 
buy groceries for the week within the 
budget. The interns are required to 
thereafter prepare their own meals in 
the shared kitchen. 
Every night there is a fire prepared 
where interns can braai and enjoy 
socialising.  
 

Language Interns must be able to 
understand and speak 
English. 
 

Age 
requirement 

Over 18 years of age. 

Skills Interns must be competent swimmers as they will be spending a lot of time in the 
water. 
Interns must be fit and healthy and willing to work hard in order to complete a 
variety of tasks and reach goals. A medical certificate is required before starting the 
program, this must be provided by a doctor stating that you are fit to dive. 

 

mailto:info@deepblueconservation.
http://www.deepblueconservation./
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Project cost includes • PADI Open Water to Divemaster (see course list below). 

• All required dive training manuals. 

• Total 60 dives. 

• Hard gear rental (BCD, Regulator, Weight Belt & Cylinder) 

• Transport to and from the Richard’s Bay Airport. 

• Transport to and from the Sodwana Bay beach as well as around Sodwana. 

• Gate fees into the iSimangaliso Wetland Park. 

• Food (Each week interns buy food at Spar and prepare their own food in the 
shared kitchen). 

• Accommodation at Triton Dive Lodge. 

• Marine lectures and certificate. 

• Recommendation letter. 
 

Courses included PADI Course List: 

• Open Water 

• Advanced Open Water 

• Rescue 

• Emergency First Responder 

• Divemaster 
 

Additional costs • Plane tickets. 

• Visas. 

• Travel insurance and diving insurance. 

• Comprehensive medical evacuation insurance. 

• Baggage insurance. 

• Laundry. 

• Weekend excursions. 

• Extra dives and extra dive courses not included in course list. 

• Soft gear rental (mask, fins & wetsuit). 

• PADI Divemaster Registration fee (+/- £82). 
 

Project summary Interns arrive on the first Friday of the month. The Saturday after arrival, interns will 
receive a camp orientation. The rest of this weekend can be used to settle in and get 
to know other volunteers and interns. We also organise a drive to a local view point 
for sundowners during this weekend.  
 
On the Monday thereafter, interns will begin with their divemaster program. They 
will complete a series of courses as per the course list above. The timing in which 
courses are done is flexible; based on conditions, the intern’s ability to complete the 
courses as well as their current dive qualification. 
 
Over the course of the intern’s stay they will get a taste for working in the dive 
industry. Interns will be involved in the setting up of the beach in the mornings, 
loading and off-loading gear on vehicles and boats, assisting on the beach, washing 
and maintaining gear, vehicles and boats, filling cylinders and assisting instructors 
and divemasters during pool training sessions and dives. This is all invaluable 
experience that will help interns apply for jobs after the program.  
As well as learning about working in a dive charter, interns will also help with the 
research side of our project. During dives interns will help collect photographic data 
on manta rays, ragged-tooth sharks, whales, turtles and nudibranchs. This data is 
entered into international marine conservation databases after dives. Deep Blue 
offers Marine Lectures to increase knowledge about the ocean, these are short and 
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casual. After their stay interns receive a certificate for the lecture that can be added 
to their CV. 
 
The rest of the day once work is done, can be spent relaxing and exploring. There are 
a lot of activities to keep interns busy, read the things to do list below. During 
weekend there are more trips, we do overnight trips to Kosi Bay or trips to Lake 
Sibaya for sundowners and a braai. 
 

Packing list • Shorts and t-shirts. 

• Warmer clothes for evenings and early mornings. 

• Rain jacket. 

• Cap / hat and sunglasses. 

• Swimming costume. 

• Wetsuit (5mm in summer months and 7mm in winter months). 

• Mask and fins. 

• Dive gear (as a dive professional it is suggested that you have your own gear, 
it is advised to only buy this gear once in Sodwana and the intern can be 
advised on the best gear to buy). 

• Dive computer. 

• Open and closed shoes. 

• Flash light. 

• Mosquito spray and sunscreen. 

• Personal medication (the nearest pharmacy is a 2-hour drive from the camp). 

• Waterproof camera / Go Pro if you have. 
 

Area information Sodwana Bay which means ‘little one on its own’ in Zulu, is a small rural town on the 

east coast of South Africa. It is found just outside the Isimangaliso Wetlands Park 

which is South Africa’s first UNESCO World Heritage Site.  

 

This coastline has the Southern most coral reefs in South Africa with 50 km of 

unspoiled reef. There are over 1 100 species of fish that are found in Sodwana Bay 

waters, including the famous coelacanth that was once thought to be extinct.  

This small town has so many incredible activities to keep volunteers and interns busy 

during their stay.  

 

This is definitely an incredible little diving town to visit and explore. 

 

Things to do • Chilling on the beach 

• Freediving 

• African market 

• Two bars / restaurants 

• Bonfires 

• Looking for chameleons 

• Whale watching (seasonal) 

• Picking up shark teeth at Anton’s 

dive site 

• Sundowners at local view points 

• Turtle tours (seasonal) 

• Surfing 

• Lake Sibaya trips 

• Game drives 

• Plankton on the beach at night 

• Trips to Tolla se Gat 

• Hikes 

• Kosi Bay trips 

• Braais (barbecue) 

• Quad biking 

• Fishing 
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Health issues International interns need to have a comprehensive medical and travel insurance 

(including emergency evacuation) before arrival at the camp. A copy of the policy 

will be required upon arrival.   

The medical facilities around northern KwaZulu Natal are remote and basic and 

unable to deal with serious trauma or illness.  The nearest decompression chamber 

in the event of decompression sickness is 200 km away in Richards Bay.  This is why 

emergency evacuation is required. 

Dive insurance is included in the cost of the intern’s program.  

Sodwana Bay is a low risk malaria area.  Medication to prevent malaria can be taken, 

particularly between May and October, but is not essential. Interns can contact their 

local doctor to find out about malaria tablets that will not affect them negatively 

whilst diving. Mosquito sprays are, however often the best preventative method. 

Sea sickness tablets are optional but will make the boat rides to the dive sights more 

comfortable, especially for the first week and if interns usually are affected by 

motion sickness. 

If interns are sick during their stay with us, they can be taken to a local doctor in the 

neighbouring town of Mbazwana. This is at their own expense.  

 

Airport OR Tambo Airport in Johannesburg (JNB) is the nearest international airport, from 
here a domestic connection can be taken to the nearest airport in Richards Bay. Both 
of these flights must be booked by the interns as well as the return flights. Interns 
must hold a valid return ticket at all times. 
Domestic connecting flights can be booked on SA Express Airways (www.flysaa.com). 
 

Arrival and departure Interns must book their flights for the first Friday of the month. Upon arrival staff will 
transfer interns to the camp between 14h30 and 15h00.  
 
The return transfer from Sodwana Bay to the Richards Bay airport is also on Friday, 
12 or 24 weeks after the arrival date, depending on the program selected. The return 
transfer usually leaves the camp at 10h00, arriving at the airport at 12h30. It is 
therefore suggested that flights be booked after 13h00 to allow extra time for 
transportation. Exact dates for flights can be confirmed with project co-ordinators to 
ensure accuracy. 
  
Visas are the responsibility of the intern to organise. International interns must book 
their return flight out of South Africa within 90 days of their arrival date to comply 
with tourist visa regulations.  
 
Please also check the validity of your passport as some countries are required to 
have a passport valid for at least 6 months after the end of your stay in South Africa. 
 

 

http://www.flysaa.com/

